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Featuring metal accents, purse-style handles and removable key-chain, this is a practical and

fashionable Bible cover. This cover will fit the Zondervan NIV Study Bible, Large Print, NIV Life

Application Study Bible, Archaeological Study Bible as well as many other books and Bibles up to 6

7/8" x 9 5/8" (224mm x 175mm).
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The quality of this book jacket is probably fine, but seems a little cheap... very "vinyl-y" and stiff.

Very difficult to insert a study bible (dimensions 2" x 6.5" x 9") in jacket, which probably contributed

to breaking the binding of the bible. The handles really make this jacket purse-like, which really

didn't appeal to me and made it rather large. Women who would carry a shiny reptile-motif purse

probably would have no objection to the look of this bible cover, but functionally, it was

disappointing. I would not have purchased this had I been able to examine it first.

I am pleased with my purchase. It can easily be mistaken for a purse. One question I had before

receiving it was. Is there a slot specifically for a pencil or pen? and was pleasantly surprised when I

opened it to see that there were 2 pencil/pen slots.The picture makes it look as though the purse is

black and grey, but it is true to its name and is Onyx Black.I would not recommend the XL size for

someone who has a typical/normal size bible, it would simply slip around inside.

I get sooo many compliments when I carry this bible cover. People think that it is a purse at first. I

love it. So far, I've had it about two months and it seems to be a really durable and quality product. I



am very happy that I chose to buy this cover.

Gorgeous! I only wish it has some pockets inside. It does have the pockets to put the front and back

cover into to hold the book in place and 2 pens holders one in front and one in back.

I have had this bible cover for almost 6 months now and it still looks like new..I get complimented all

the time about it...people think its a purse and are shocked when i open my bible...it fits my large

print bible perfectly and has extra room for a pen and notepad...it is stylish and sturdy...would buy

again

I absolutely love this cover! I got it for my Zondervan Large Print Life Application Study Bible....

Awesome fit! This is for woman... It's purse-like. So if you're wanting to get something masculine

this one isn't for you. I am very happy with this purchase.

This is a great product. Fits my oversized large print bible perfectly!! I'd recommend it to anyone!!

Very good value for the money! In fact, I ordered my mother-in-law one because she liked mine so

much!

I have a Life Application Bible that is very heavy, I needed a Bible bag to carry my Bible with ease

and comfort.
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